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Readers call the ARISEN series: "unrelenting, unflinching, and unputdownable" ... "a tour de force"

... "Electrifying, Thrilling, and Heart-Stopping" ... "brutally fast, intense, intelligent, interesting and just

brilliant" ... "as exciting and intense as any book I have read" ... "thrill ride at Mach 2 with the Top

Down" ... "not only the best zombie apocalypse series in print, it&apos;s also better than any military

classic written by Clancy, Coyle or Poyer" ... "the best thing to happen to this genre" ... "the new

Gold Standard - by far the most thoughtful and intriguing zombie series ever written" ... "All I can

possibly say is, thank you for the Canadian flaming zombie machine gunner" ... "moves a mile a

minute" ... "I have to know what happens next!!!!!!! Now!!!!" ... "I have run out of hyperbole and

adjectives for this series" ... "would have given it 13 stars" ... "an apocalyptic magnum opus" ... "a

continual heart attack..."*** Begin the most explosive and thrilling military ZA adventure on Earth

today. Right now, you can downloadÂ ARISEN, Book One - Fortress BritainÂ for only $0.99:

getBook.at/arisen-book-one ***ARISEN, Book Twelve - CarnageÂ is now a #1 bestseller in

Dystopian Science Fiction, #1 in War & Military Action Fiction, and an  overall Top 100

bestseller.ALPHA TEAM LOOKS THE DEVIL IN THE EYEAfter recovering Patient Zero, Alpha must

escape Africa to end the ZA once and for all. But they can feel the hot breath of a reinforced and

vengeful Spetsnaz team on their necks - and there can be no escaping the reckoning of an ultimate

sniper showdown between Ali and Vasily, and an incomparably brutal iron-cage Texas deathmatch

between Predator and Misha. For the first time, all the teams will come together and must fight as

brothers, for any chance of making it back to Britain. And only one thing is certain - not everyone is

walking away from this one...ONE TROOP RALLIES AGAINST DECIMATION AND DEFEATAfter

rescuing Aliyev, One Troop is pinned down in Red Square between a surging singularity and the

merciless killers of Spetsnaz Alfa Group. They&apos;re about to lose their second aircraft, they still

don&apos;t have the zombie-killing MZ, and the clock is ticking down on their pinhole of escape.

Only the most vicious and desperate gambit can give them a chance of saving London, not to

mention themselves - but Jameson refuses to fail...THE CREW OF THE KENNEDY BATTLES

BACKWith the bridge and most critical stations held by the world&apos;s deadliest maritime

commando force, and Dr. Park pinned down by a smash-mouth battle and last stand in the

ship&apos;s hospital, time is running out for the shellshocked and outgunned crew of the JFK to

fight back. The ultimate heroism and sacrifice of everyone from storekeepers all the way up to

Commander Drake himself will be required to fight their way back from the brink...Defiance. Valor.

Consecration.CARNAGE
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Iâ€™ve been an avid reader for decades. While Iâ€™m not a speed-reading demon like my blog

partner, I probably go through a book every few days. Reading at this pace means that I read a lot

of stuff across a range of genres. Some of it has been utterly disappointing and forgettable and

some has left me stunned by their brilliance. Arisen, Book Twelve falls in the latter category.If you

read my review of Arisen, Book Eleven, you know Iâ€™m a fan but trust me on this; Michael

Stephen Fuchs has transcended his previous work with this latest addition to the Arisen series.

Iâ€™ve always thought he was an exceptional writer and Iâ€™ve commented on his masterful

command of a devilishly complex and intricate plot but this is different. This is a work of art. Itâ€™s a

beautiful, smart, tension-filled experience that will leave you both exhausted and grateful for having

gone through the literary gauntlet. In particular, the final climactic scene is filled with such

astonishing richness and depth, it leaves you racing to turn the page while simultaneously dreading

what will be revealed.I wonâ€™t give away any spoilers other than to say people die. Thatâ€™s

probably not shocking news to long-time fans of the series but it doesnâ€™t make it any easier to

lose characters youâ€™ve come to know, admire and respect. Itâ€™s a testament to Fuchâ€™s



skills as a writer that readers will feel a sense of loss over fictional characters. The fact that

theyâ€™re based on real-life military warriors brings an additional level of realism and poignancy to

their passing.The clear overarching theme of good vs. evil is personified in the members of Alpha

and their Spetsnaz counterparts theyâ€™ve been battling throughout the last several Arisen books.
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